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Industrial Noise Reduction
The Industrial SoundPanel 
is an affordable and 
easy to install acoustic 
absorption device that 
attaches to the wall in high 
noise environments. This is 
ideal for use in any factory 
or industrial environment 
where tools make high 
levels of noise. ASC can 
custom manufacture 
these panels to any size 
or shape up to 4’ x 10’. 
Panels are covered with a 
super heavy duty woven 
screen mesh to protect 

the acoustic fiberglass from flying debris and mechanical abrasion; cleaning is as 
easy as blowing it off with an airhose. Panels are available with optional 1/4” MDF 
backing to provide added structural rigidity.

Engineered for Performance
The Industrial SoundPanel is made to exacting standards using only the finest US made 

components. It is intended to give years of service in even the harshest of environments, 

all without any down time or maintenance. Each Panel yields a specific amount of sound 

absorption from 190 Hz to 2 kHz. ASC’s engineers can determine with accuracy exactly 

how many panels you will need to achieve a set level of sound reduction.

Easy to install
Panels can be sized to your specifications or they can be cut on-site 

using common carpentry tools. They are typically mounted using 

screws, or glued using a panel adhesive. In some situations, panels 

are mounted using Pin Anchors (as shown).

OSHA Compliance
ASC’s engineering department can design a noise abatement 

strategy using Industrial SoundPanels that can apply as OSHA compliance credits. We’ll 

determine best placement for maximum effect, as well as how many you’ll need in order to 

reduce noise towards full compliance. We may also specify other acoustic products to be 

used in combination with panels. The bottom line is that nobody likes to work in a noisy 

environment, ASC can help.

ASC - Defining the way you listen.1 800 272 8823

www.acousticsciences.com

Durable surface for 
years of trouble-
free service

Low cost 
compared to 
custom solutions

Easy on-site 
cutting and 
installation

NRC = 0.95

Provides Control 
down to 190Hz

Any Size & Shape 
up to 4’ x 10’

Proudly Made in 
the USA
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